Thank You for purchasing your new Crossbow Defuser.
Scorpyd model
Fitting:
After receiving and opening your box, note the J hook part of the Defuser is holding a plastic knob
assembly. Release the plastic knob assembly and unscrew the threaded plastic knob, leaving the other
plastic knob on the bolt. Now slide the bolt assembly inside the cable groove, either side, ahead of the
cables and under the top of the barrel plain. Screw the plastic knob back on so both knobs are properly
positioned in, and tight against the front of the cable slot. You should not see an opening in the groove
in front of the knobs. Begin to tighten them with the wrench until snug. Note that the pins may slide
back and forth slightly after snug. Tighten the bolt ½ turn more until the pins are secured to the
crossbow and not moveable with your fingers. Do not over tighten!

Instructions:
1. With the Scorpyd cocked, knobs installed, and the safety on, unscrew the Defuser T handle
enough so the nock end of the long steel wedge on the Defuser will go into the barrel groove
and slide half way under the arrow retention spring. Now, lower the J hooks over and snug onto
the newly installed plastic knobs and lock the red safety retainer down. The Defuser is now
secured to the crossbow but IT IS NOT ready to be un-cocked. Now, continue sliding the long
steel wedge into the trigger assembly and tight against the string serving, J hooks tight against
the knobs, and now you can tighten the T handle. Make sure nock, j hooks, and T handle, are all
tight or do not attempt to un-cock your crossbow as there may be a problem with either your
Defuser or the crossbow.

2. Pointing in a safe direction, take the safety off and squeeze the trigger. You will hear a click.
Your serving is now being supported by the Crossbow Defuser. Holding the crossbow by the
foregrip with one hand, and pointing in a safe direction, unscrew the T knob with your dominant
hand until the string and serving are in the defused/neutral position. Unscrew the T knob just
slightly more, slide back 1/2", tighten, and lift off. Raise the string off of the Defuser, release red
safety lock, and unhook the J hooks from the knobs.

If you are unsure of the above procedure or still have questions, ask a qualified dealer or call our office
at 715-275-4421 or email sales@crossbowdefuser.com

